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Chandler, Jr.
The performance of parallel-flow-typetail-pipe heat exchqers is
_icalm investigated. An eqyation is developed relating the output
of unfinnml heat exchangers to the inlet- snd outlet-air temperaturesj
engine-tqerature ratio, corrected engine gas flow per unit of tail-
pipe area, and heat-exchanger dimensions.
The calculated performance of heat exchangers, bsaed on asmned
oharacteristics of a @_pothetical.engine (rated compressor pressure
ratio, 4 and rated engine-temperatureratio, 3.4), are presented.in the
form of generalizedworking ohsmts for heat-exchanger outlet air tem-
peratures of 700° to 1100° R and flight conditions represetiative of
climb and cruise operation. The use of these working charts to predict
the performance al?heat exchangers installed on engines having higher
compressor-pressureratios till give results that are optimistio. The
methd of calculatingheat-exchanger performance as set forth in this
analysis, however, is still applicable.
The use of the generalized working chertw to preiiictthe perform-
ance of unfhned heat exchangers is explained ahd the consideration of
such factors as pressure drop “throughthe air side of the heat
exchanger and effect on engine performance is discussed. It iS shown
that, in general, the extraction of heat from the tail-pipe gas >y
means of a rem-operated unfinned tail-pipe heat exchanger hss only a
slight effect on engine petiomance. The addition of longitudinal fins
to the air side of the heat exchanger in order to increase the heat out-
put per unit of heat exchanger len@h is also considered.
A comparison of the performances of parallel-flow-typefinned and
unfinned tail-pipe heat exchangers on the basis of equal pressue drop
through the air side at hi,ghheat outputs indicates that the unfinned
heat exchanger because C& its lighter weight _ simpler construction
is probably weferable to tie longitudinally ftied heat exchW3er.
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moMmIoN
One of the principal aspects M the problem of protecting turbojet-
powered aircraft against ice accretion is the selection and desi~ of a
satisfactory heat somce for the thermal anti-ioing system. The problem
is particularly perttient to aircraft designed for all-weather operatIon.
The NACA Lewis laboratoq has undertaken a progrem of anal@ical 1%
study to evaluate the effect on turbojet-engine performance M extract- wN
ing ener~ from several potits in the engine cycle. The progreau
included an investigation of the effects of air bleed from the compres-
sor outlet, hot gas bleed from the turbine inlet, hot gas bleed frm
the turbine outlet, and sheft power extraction (references 1 to 4).
Ener@y can also be extracted from the engine cycle by means of a
tail-pipe heat exchanger. Inasmuch as the tail-pipe heat exchanger
consists of a shroud surrounding the tail pipe of a turboJet engine,
the heat exchanger has no resistance to the flow of gases &ough the
tail pipe. Because of this fact and the lerge mass of hot ges that
flows through.the tail pipe, the tail-pipe heat exchanger atfers intcr-
esting possibilities aa a source of heat for thermal anti-icing systems
of turbojet-powered aircraft.
Thus, an analytical investigationhas been carried out to deter-
mine and to evaluate the performance of parallel-flow-typetail-pipe
heat exchqers installed on a notiterlmrning turbojet engine.
In the anal@ical investigation of the peflormance of tail-pipe
heat exchangers, three main @es es are considered: (1) the methd of
analysis and the development of generalized working charts express@
the performance d tiinnd heat exchangers; (2) calculation of engine
perfomnance with heat exchanger h operation; and (3) comparison of the
performance of unfinnea and longitudinallyfinned heat exchangers.
The analysis, which is based on conventional heat-transfer equa-
tions, relates the heat output to the heat-exchemger inlet and otilet
air temperatures, engine temperatum3 ratio, corrected engine gas flow
per unit of tail-pipe mea end heat-exchanger dimensions. Generalized
working charts giving the petiormsnce aP unfhmed tail-pipe heat
exchangers installed on a hypothetical engine me presentea for flight
conditions representative qf climb and cruise operation for a range of
altitudes and heat-exchanger otilet air temperatures.
The effect of a tail-pipe heat exchanger on the engine cycle per-
formance is given for a range of corrected engine speeds and tail-pipe
total-temperature ratios. The effect of the inlet mm.entum drag (of a
rsm-operated heat exchanger) end the pumping loss resulting from the
extraction of power from the engine to force the air through the air
side of the heat exchanger are also considered.
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The heat output of unfinned and longitudinallyfinned heat
exchemgers is campared on the baais of: (1) equal heat-exchanger
length, passage height, and outlet-air temperature; and (2) equal heat-
exchanger length, outlet-air temperature, and pressure drop through the
air side of the heat exchanger.
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The following
flow exea,
Oonstants
s-mBoIs
symbols are usal in this report:
(Sq ft)
specific heat at constant pressure, (Btu/(lb)(%))
diameter, (ft)
hydraulic diameter, (ft) 4 X cmoss-sectional area
wetted perht er
net thrust, (lb)
heat-transfer ooefficient, (Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(%))
thermal conductivity, (B%u/(hr)(f%)(%) )
length
engine
nuniber
of heat exchanger, (f%)
sped, (-)
of fins
total pressure, (lb/sq ft als.)
heat flow, (Btu/hr)
surface area for heat transfer, (sq ft)\
fin thickness, (ft)
mean temperature of fluid, (%)
effective over-all heat-transfer coefficient,
(Btu@) (s~ ft)(~) )
weight flow, (l~b)
——..——. —.— — -.–— --——
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4
Y height of passage, (ft)
5. ratio of total
P/2116
6 ratio of total
ture, !l?/53_9
Subscripts:
pressure to
temperature
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.
N8.CAstandaml sea-level pressure,
to NACA stand~ sea-level tempera-
a
f
g
R
u
w
,0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
finned heat exchanger
rated
unfinned heat exchanger
wall
eaibientconditions
compressor inlet
turbine inlet
turbine outlet
tail-pipe outlet
exhaust-nozzle
heat-exchanger
heat-exchanger
outlet
air inlet
air outlet
/
coIwKmATIom
The two types of parallel-flow tail-pipe heat exchanger investi-
gated.are shown in figure 1. An unfinned heat exchanger consisting of
en annular shroud surrounding the tail pipe of a turbojet engine is
shown in figure l(a). & enters the heat exchanger at station 6, is
heated as it flows along the annular passage, and is dischmged at
station 7 into the duct connecting the heat exchanger with the
.
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anti-iohg system. Figure l(b) shows a longitud&lly finned heat
exchanger ti which the fin height is equal to the passage height (one-
half the difference between the outer and inner
length Is equal to the heat-exchanger length.
BASIC ASSUMETTON3
di=ter) and-the‘fin
The following baaic assumptions were made in the development of
the equation expressing the performance of a parallel-flow, annul.ar-
type tail-pipe heat exchanger:
.(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
Steady-state conditions
Heat-exchangerflow passages of constant oross-seotional area
Uniform transverse temperature distribution in annuluE and
tail pipe
Constant e-ust-gas temperature from inlet to outlet
Fully developed turbulent flow
Negligible radiant heat transfer
Negligible temperature drop across inside wall and no
longitudinal conduction
No heat flow through outside wall
ANAIXSIS
Under steady-state conditions, the rate of heat transfer
exhaud ga8 through a thin separating wall to the air flowing
outer surface of the tail pipe is given by
~ = TE(Tg-Ta)
from the
over the
(1)
where U is the over-all heat-transfer coefficlent, S the heat-
transfer mea, d (T=~a) the effective mean temperature clifference.
The factor US is rel=ted to the individual
as
11 1
m== + s&g
heat-transfer coefficients
(2)
_.— —.
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5e individualheat-tr&nsfer coefficient depends on the fltid and the
flow-conditions. Reference 5 gives the fofiowing
developed turbulent flow of air or exhaust gss in
~o.3 w 0“8
h= 5.4xlo-4 ()K
%
0.2
relation for fully
10~ ducts:
(3)
where T is the mean temperature & the fluid (%), W/A the weight
flow per unit area (11/(hr)(sq ft)), and ~ the h@atiic diamder
(ft). Substitution of equation (3) (with proper mibscripts) into
equation (2) gives
,
1 1
[
%,a0”2 %
0.2
—=
us 0.8 +
‘g 1 (4)5.4xl.o-4 ()0.3 ‘a ()0.3 WA 0.8SaTa G ‘gTg &
Inasmuch as the air flow through the heat exchanger, for the range
of outlet-air temperatures of interest, will be quite small in propor-
tion to the engine gas flow, the decrease in gas temperature in the
tail pipe will also be small. Consequently, the.simpltiying assumption
that the mean gas temperature in the tail pipe Tg is equal to the
tibine-outlet gas tanperature T3 may be made. With this change made
in equation (4) md with the engine gas flow per unit of tail-pipe area
corrected to ITACAstandard ses-level conditions, the equation beoomes
5.4X1O-4
us’
?h,a0”2 * %,g
0.2 T10.1
Y)
0.8 (5)W 0“8 Sg(T3/Tl)
SaTaO“ a
(q
0.3 Wg ‘%
~
A481 510”8(519)0”4
Multi@ylng
Wac
the left side of equation (5) by w+ and replacing Ta
T7+T1 a p,a
by its equivalent,~, give
+
(6)
... . . . —.
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heat removed frmn the tail-pipe gae is given by
and substituting into equation (6) give
T7 0.8
<)
002A6008(Cp, a)0*8T10* ~-11.231 ~,a,
()T7~ = Wacp,aT1 ~ - 1 (7)1
Solving equation (7) for Wa
,,&lo+~,a~l ~G-$_
~ 0.2 TIO.l
96!
‘%@f”3rGY”8’:”8
sa~008(T7/Tl
Cp,a . 0.24 and rearranging terms give
D.
* ~)o.3
(8)
()58.5 Sg0”2~a0”2A60” &0”08)
sa(*J”8(:+1y”3 ‘
(9)
0.2
Q)()?$0“3Wgql 0.8 0.851
‘4%
!l?rameposingand gathering terms,
Sa
58.5(T7/T1 - 1)0”8 ‘1
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Inasmch ae the hydraulic diemeter of a circular duct is equal to the
geomstric dismeter and the heat-transfer area on the gas side S. may
be expressed.as f142, equation (10) becomes
~ ao”2Q”~40”2zo”2 .
?
(&y~++y*3
Sa 0.8
r)
71183.7 q-
0.2
=4
The pamme +.er ‘*
I
—
‘+%xii0.4‘1
()
~
r
D42 el
1
(11)
in equation (11) is related to the fluid tempera-
tures as followa (see the appendix for derivation):
(12)
For a ram-operated heat ex~qer, T6 iE equal to T1 ~ equation (12)
becomes
m.1
71
—-
()
us
m
- WY
a p,a
=- 1
‘1
Figure 2 ie a plot of equation (13).
For an unfinned annular presage,
equal to twice the passage height and
tie
the
hytiaulic diameter
air-fluw area A6
(13)
CICSely approximatedby @4Y. The heat-transfer srea on the air side
of the heat exchanger is eq&l to the heat-tranefer area on the gas
side f14Z. For m unfinned tail-pipe heat exch~er, equation (II)
reduces to
—.—= _—— —
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Equation (14) relates the heat output to the
rected engine gas flow per unit of tail-pipe
dimensions.
Heat-transfer theory indicates that the
air aide of the tail-pipe heat exchanger should appreciably increase
the heat output per unit length of the heat exchanger. Therefore, the
addition of longitudinalfins to the air side of the heat exchanger
can be expected to increase the heat output of a heat exchanger of
given length or decrease”the length of a heat exchanger required to
deliver a given heat output.
J
fluid temperatures, cor-
erea, and heat exchanger
addition of fins to the
Although equation (11) is general, it does not lend itself
readily to the calculation of the performance of finned heat exchangers.
Consequently the finned heat-exchanger perfommce presented herein was
c~c~ated wing the following expression derived frcm reference 5:
CALCULATIONS AND ~IOIV OF
GENERALIZED WORKU?G 0HAR!E3
Analysis of the icing problem indicates that for a typical hot-
gas type thermal anti-icing system installed on turbojet-powered trans-
port aircraft the maximum heat requirements occur at a fli@t Mach
number of O.5 at an altitude of 15,000 feet. The flight conditions
therefore considered to be of greatest interest were a Mach numiberof
0.5 at altitudes from 5000 to 35,000 feet and a Mach number of 0.7 at
altitudes frcm 25,000 to 35,000 feet; these flight conditions are con-
sidered to be representative of cliniband cruise operation, respectimil-y,
of most types of turbojet-powered aircraft. \
—
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The ~erformance of unfinned tail-pipe heat exchangers installed on
a h.ypothetical ncniefterlmrningturbojet engine was calculated using
equation (14). The heat-exchanger inlet air temperature was assumed to
be equal to the temperature of the rem ati at each flight cotiition
investigated.
The hypothetical engine aasumed in these calculations was consi-
dered to be representative of turbojet engines having a nominal.cm-
presser-pressureratio of 4.0, a rated engine-temperature ratio d 3.4,
and a rated corrected ges flow per unit of tall-pipe area of 40 pounds
per second per square foot. The relation between engine gas flow and
corrected engine speed and the basic enghe pumptig chsracteristics
(engine total-pressure ratio P3/Pl against total-temperature ratio
T3/T1) for corrected engine speeds of 0.9, 1.0, and 1.1 times the rated
value are presented in figure 3. For generality, all qmntities are
presented as fractions,of their values when the engine is operatIng at
rated engine speed ~a stand- sea-level engine-inlet conditions. For
the cltib condition, the engine was assumed to operate at rated engine
speed and a turbine-inlet temperature of 2000° R. Operation during
cruise was assumed to be at 95 percent of rated engine speed and a
turbine-inlet temperature ratio T2/T1 of 95 percent of its rated
value. The range of other veriables used in these calculations were:
Tail-pipe diameter, ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..l.5t02.17
Tail-pipe lengthjft . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . ..4to10
Heat-exchanger outlet air temperature, % . . . . . . . . . 700 to 1100
The results of the performance calculations of unfinned tail-pipe
heat exchangers for the cli@ condition (Mach ntier of 0.5 at alii-
tudes from 5000 to 35,000 ft) me presented in the form of generalized
working charts in figure 4. The performance for heat-exchanger outlet-
air temperatures of 800° to 1100° R is expressed in terms of a heat-
output parameter q/D2fi, an h-flow paraeter Wab 2
( Wa %where — – J) and a ratio of heat-exchanger length to passageD2 – cp,a(T7-Tl
height 2°98/y. SMlar generalized working chsrts showing the per-
fomance of heat exchangers at the cruising flight condition (Mach
number of 0.7 at altitudes from 25,000 to 35,000 ft) are presented
in figure 5 for outlet-air temperatures of 700° to iOOOO R.
$
Limitations of Working Charts
As indicated ~eviously, the calculated performance of heat
exchangers as given in tie generalized winking charts was based on
assumed cmponent characteristics of a hypothetical engine. The
.
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accuracy in predicting the performance of heat exchangers installed on
an engins of clifferent design would depend on the sWlarity between
the characteristics of that engine and *he engine Charactertitics used
in computing the generalized working charts.
0 The engine characteristics affecting the performance of en unfinned
tail-pipe heat exchanger, as given by equstions (13) and (14), are
engine tanperature ratio and corrected engine gas flow. The present
trend in engine design is toward higher compressor pressure ratios end
higher turbine-inlet tmperatures. However, because of metallurgical
limitations, the increase in turbine-inlet temperature has not been as
great as the increase in pressure ratio. Consequently, the increase
in pressure ratio has been accompanied by a decrease in engine tempera-
ture ratio.
AR indication of the magnitude of the effect of increased compressor
pressure ratio (and consequently reduced engine temperature ratio) on
heat-exchanger performance as obtained by use af the working charts is
given by the following example. Assme a heat exchanger having a
diameter of 2.17 feet and a length of 6 feet to be installed on an
engine having a nominal compressor-pressureratio of 10; the corres-
pending engine temperature’ratio is 10 percent lower than that assumed
for the ~othetical engine. In addition, assume the required output
of the heat exchanger, at an outlet-air ~perature of 800° R, to be
750,000 Btu per hour at a flight Mach nuniberof 0.5 and an altitude
of 15,000 feet.
U figure 4 were employed to design this heat exchanger, the
result would be a configuration operating at an outlet-air temperature
T7 of 750° R rather than 800° R and delivering a heat output 84 per-
cent’of the design value, became of fie l-r e-e tail-PiPe $=
temperature. 331order to attati the design heat output of 750,000 Btu
per hour at the flight condition specified, the passage height on the
air side of the heat exchemger would have to le reduced 28 percent
below the value obtained from figure 4.
In the case of a turbo~et engine hating a corrected engine gas
flow per unit of tail-pipe area 20 percent greater than that of the
assumed Wpothetica en$fie~ me of fi- 4 for the de~iw Probl=
just described would produce an opposite effect. The heat exchanger
would operate at an outlet-air temperature of 816° R rather than
800° R and deliver a heat output 5 percent greater than the design
value of 750,000 Btu per hour.
me preceding examples indicate that: (1) tie me of the wr~n$
charts to predict the performance of a heat exchanger installed on an
engine having a mnch higher COqreSS or–press~ ratio) ~ c~equent~
a lower engine-teruperat- ratio, than that assun@ for the hypothetic~
. . . . . . . ..—. — .—— .—— —
—
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eng@e would give results that were optimistic; and (2) the effect of a
change in corrected engine gas flow per unit of tail-pipe area on pre-
dicted heat-exchanger performance-is very slight. Inasmuch as there is
not likely to he an appreciable increase in corrected engine gas flow
per unit of tail-pipe area, the use d’ the worki~ charts to predict ~ N
the performance d’ heat exchangezw installed on high pressure-ratio E
engties will give optimistic results. N
METE(3IIOF D~G EFFECT OF HEAT lEfCHANGXR
ON ENGINE =m~
The application of a tail-pipe heat exchanger to a turbojet
engine titrduces an engine cycle loss and a pumping loss, both of
which depreciate the engine ~erformance. The cycle loss arises
because the removal of ener~ frm the tail pipe lowers the total
temperature at the Jet and thereby decreases the jet thruet of the
engine. The pmnping loss results from the etiraction of power from
the engine to force the air through the air side of the heat exchanger.
This power etiraction may detract directly from the engine performance
(shaft-powerextraction and an auxiliq blower) or may decrease the
propulsive effort even though the engine net thrust is unaffected
(inlet-momentum drag for a ram-operated exchanger).
The pumping characteristics (the relation between the engine
total-pressure ratio P3/P1 and en@ne total-temperature ratio T3/Tl)
of the turbojet engine are unaffected by the extraction of heat by
meanE of a tail-pipe heat exchanger because the heat extraction occurs
downstream of the lmsic turbojet engine. However, the extraction of
heat frcm the tail-pipe gas decreases the tail-pipe temperature ratio
T5/T3. Accrmqm@ng this decrease in tail-pipe temperature ratio is a
slight momentum-~ essure increase (the invezwe of the momentum-pressure
loss accompsnyhg heat addition, as in tail-pipe burning); thiS
incresse is so sli@t, huwever, with the normal velocities in the
engine tail pile, that it can be neglected in the calculation of engine
performance.
The engine cycle performance with a tail-pipe heat exchanger is
given in figures 6 to 9 for a ram pressure ratio of 1.35, corrected
engine speds d 0.9, 1.0, and 1.1 times the rated value and tail-
~pipe total-temperature ratios of 1.00 (no heat etiracted , 0.99, 0.98,
and 0.97. These data were computed by the methcd used in reference 6
to detemine the performance of a tail-pipe burner. The results of
heat lmlance calculations presented in figure 6 relate the heat-
remcmil factor (the corrected heat removed per pound of corrected
.
Cq pl
thrust at ~ted engine opration
w) ‘othemactionof “ted
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Fn/51
corrected thrust
=
the tail-pipe temperature ratio T5/T3, and
the corrected engine speed. Inasmuch EM th~ turbine-outlet temperature
is affected by changes in thrust level the heat-removal factor varies
‘n/bldirectly with both T5/T3 and
-“
Because the turbine-outlet
temperature is relatively unaffected by changes in corrected engine
speed within the range shown, the heat-removal factor at a given thrust
level is relatively unaffected by changes in engine speed.
In figures 7 and 8, respectively, the fraction of rated engine
T31T1
temperature ratio
m
and the fraction & rated tail-pipe nozzle
%
‘-a ~ ~
are given as functions of the corrected.thrust, corrected
engine speed, and the tail-pipe temperature ratio. The eff’ecton
engine thrust of heat admaction at constant turbine-outlet (and hence
turbine-inlet) temperature can be detemnined frcm figure 7, and the
effect of heat etiraction with constant tail-pipe nozzle area can be
obtained from figure 8. A comparison of the spread of the curves with
heat extraction (that is, with variation in T5/T3) indicates that the
effect of heat extraction on net thrust at a constant corrected engine
speed is roughly three times as great for constant-area operation as
for constant-temperatureoperation. This lager thrust decrease with
constant-area operation results from a decrease in turbine-inlet tem-
perature necessary in order to prevent the engine speed from increasing
when the tail-pipe pressure is lowered as a result of the higher gas
density at the tail-pipe nozzle when heat is extracted.
The effect of tail-pipe heat erkraction on the thrust specific
fuel consumption is shown in figure 9. These curves ere applicable
to any mode d engine operation.
Although figures 6 to 9 are for a ram pressure ratio of 1.35
(Mach number of approximately O.7) they can be used for Mach numbers
from 0.5 to 0.9 with an error of leas than 4 percent.
As msntioned earlier, an additional propulsivethrust loss is
necessary in order to force the air through the air side of the heat
exchanger. The over-all effect of heat extraction with a tail-pipe
heat exchanger therefore requires the evaluation of this leas as well
as the engine cycle loss.
D~ON OF- HEAT-IEICHAIW3RPERFORMANCE
It is assumed that in the usual heat-exchan8er design problem the
engine tail-pips diameter will be fixed by the particular type of engine
. . .-. —— .
—. .——. .— _ —. ———..—
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installed in the airplane and
governed by space ~tations
then will be to determine the
NACA TN 2456
that the heat-exchanger length will be
of the engine installation. The problem
emount of heat which can be extracted
frcnnthe heat exchanger at the flight conditions of interest and to
establtih the proper combination Of-emnular passage height, outlet-air
temperature, and rate d air flow through the annulus. In addition,
it is necessary to detemine the pressure hop on the air side of the
heat exchenger and to detemnine the effect of heat-exchanger operation
on engine performance.
The detailed procedure for using the generalized working charts
(figs. 4 and 5) to design a tail-pipe heat exchanger and the use of
‘ figures 6 to 9 to detemn3ne the effect of the heat exchanger on engine
performance will now be illustrated.
AS indicated previously, it id EMsumed fiat the e~ine tail-pipe
diameter, heat-exchanger length, and flight conditions are known. For
a given value of heat-exchanger outlet-air temperature, several values
are then computed. I&m the applicable
the value of 2°”8/Y (c0rresp0ti@3 to the
computed for each sssumed value aP heat
of heat output q are assumed and the parameters ~tig
(
~
D2 W
Wa E
‘here D~ = Cp a(T7-Tl1)
generalized working chart
~ ~wa
values of —
DZ ~ D~
output) is obtained and the heat-exchanger passage height y is com-
puted.. With the passage height and air flow known, the pressure drop
through the annular passage and consequently the ratio of the total
pressure at the outlet to the total.pressure at the Met of the air
side of the heat excmer P7/p6 can be determined. In the present
example a shplifiai methcil(consideringfriction end momentum pressure
losses separately) was used to determine the pressure drop on the air
side of the heat exchanger.
The effect on engine performance of heat extraction from the tail-
pipe gas can %e detemined from figures 6 to 9 in the following mamner.
With the flight end engine-operating conditions Inown and with the
F#51
values of heat output previousl.yaasum@3, the W-tern
*
d~~q~
(Fn/bl)R‘ ,
N ‘f%
, @ ~ are determined. With the use of these values,
the tail-pipe temperature ratio T5/T3 is obtained from figure 6, and
the decrease in net thrust is then determined from figure 7 for the
general case or from figure 8 for constant-area operation. The specific
fuel consumption is obtained fr6m figure 9.
.
.
— ———-
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.
The results of such calculations (with the exception d specific
fuel consumption)for a 6-foot-long heat exchanger installed on a
hypothetical engine, the charaoterWtics of which were presented pre-
vl.ously,hating a tail pipe 2.17 feet in diameter and a rated engine
gas flow of 147 pounds per second are presented in figure 10. The
heat-exchanger performance at outlet air temperatures rang~fram
800° to 1100° R presented in figure 10(a) is for clim3 operation at a
flight Mach tier of 0.5 and an altitude of 15,000 feet. The results
of calculations for cruise operation at a flight Mach number of 0.7 and
an altitude cf 30,000 feet are presented.in figure 10(b) for outlet air
temperatures ranging frm 700° to 1000° R.
lXCSCUSSIONOF QNKDUUD REN!J-EKCBANGERPKaWMANoE
The results presented in figure 10 hdicate that the annular
passage height decreases and the pressure drop across the air side of
the heat exchanger increases with increase in either heat output or
outlet air temperature. The ratio of outlet- to inlet-air pressure on
the air side of the heat exchanger is expressed in the cherts as
P7/P6. IM.gure10 alao indicates that the total loss in net thrust
AFn/Fn varies directly as the heat etiracted and as the weight flow
through the air side of the heat exchanger.
.,
The minimum heat-exchanger pressure ratio for a ram-operated anti-
icing system is shown as a dashwl line across the curves of pressure
ratio. A rem-operated system is defined as we in which the pressure
drop across the air side of the heat exchanger does not exceed one-half
the free-stream dynamic pressure, since it is considered that the pres-
sure drop through the ducting of the thermal anti-icing system will
approximate that amount (reference 7).
It is evident that at the two respective assumed flight conditions
the greatest heat output as llmited by heat-exchanger pressure ratio is
obtained at the lowest air temperatures investigated. For the c13mb
condition at a flight Mach number of 0.5 at 15,000 feet, figure 10(a)
indicates that for a ram-operated heat exchemger 6 feet in length the
greatest heat output is 780,000 Btu per hour, with an outlet-air tem-
perature of 800° R and annular passage height of 0.042 foot. At these
conditions the loss in net t@mst, for constant tail-pipe nozzle area
operation, is slightly less than 2 percent. According to figure 10(b),
this same heat-exchanger configuration during cruise operation would
deliver approximately 425,000 Btu Wr hour at an outlet air temperature
d 700° R with a net thrust 10SI3between 2 and 3 percent.
In order to obtain greater heat outputs than those possible with a
ram-operated system, pressures greater than those resulting fran rmn
pressure are necessary to force the required air flow t~o@ fie
-.—. —...———— — --—-
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anti-ic&g system. A fimt apprcmimation of the pressure required to
pump tie ati through tie anti-icing syEtem (including the heat
exchenger) is obtained from figure 10 by ditiding the limiting heat-
exchanger pressure ratio for a rem-operated sydmm by the pressure
ratio correspondingto the desired heat output and outlet-air tempera-
ture. For example, a heat output of 920,000 Btu per hour is obtainable
for an annular passage height of 0.035 foot and outlet:air temperature
of 800° R at this assumed flight condition. However, a pressure apprw-
hnately 11 percent greater than ram pressure is required to pump the
air through the anti-icing system.
The total nd thrust loss shown in figure 10 is the sum of the
cycle loss (at-constant nozzle-area operation) anl the inlet momentum
drag correspondingto the weight flow of air through the heat exchanger.
In addition, for portions of the curves to the right of the ram-
operating-limitcurve, a further thrust loss would result from the
puwer extraction necesssry to loost the pressure to the value required.
The portion of the thrust loss ch~ged to the pumping of heat-exchanger
air is arbitrary, es this loss would depend on the method of attaining
the desired air flow and pressure. It should be noted that the ram-
operated heat exchanger may not be the optimum as far as thrust loss is
concerned, as the ener~ used to develop the rem pressure rise is
obtatied from the jet and the jet propulsive efficiency would therefore
influence the over-all efficiency d the rem-compression cycle. A
decrease in the thrust loss due to pumping the heat-exchanger air flow
might result H an
boundary-l~er air
COMPARISON OF
auxiliery blower system were used to compress
to the desired pressure.
For purposes of comparison calculations of the performance of
finned and mfinned heat exchangerswere made assuming a tail-pipe
diameter of 2.17 feet and the heat-exchanger inlet-air temperature
equal to rem-air temperature. It was also sssum&i that the fin spac-
ing in the finned heat exchanger was equal to the passage height, the
fin thickness was l/32 inch, and the fin material had a thermal con-
ductivity of 9 Btu/(hr)(ft)(OF) (typical of high-temperatme materials).
The results d calculations comparing the ,lengths of ftied and unfinned
heat exchangershaving equal passage height and designed to deliver the
same heat output at an outlet-air temperature.of 800° R, flight Mach
number of 0.5, and en altitude of 15,000 feet me presented in
figure 11.
Figure 11 shows that, for equal passage height and heat output,
the finned heat exchanger has a shorter length than the unfinned type.
However, it should be noted that this advantage for the fi~ed heat,
8 exchanger becomes appreciable only at the lower range of heat output,
since the length ratio 2f/zu increases rapidly with increasing heat
output.
.
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Similar trends in the ~erformance comparison were observed at
higher outlet-air temperatures. It was found that for a given unfinned
heat-exchanger length and heat output, the length ratio Zf/lu
decreased with an increase in the heat-exchanger outlet-air temperature.
This effect, however, was accompmied by a decrease in passage height.
It has already been shown, in the”diecussion of heat-exchanger perform-
ance, that pressure drop increased with increasing outlet air tempera-
ture for constant length, because of the decreasing passage height.
Thus it is evident that the selection of a low outlet-air temperature
is favorable to the finned as well as unfinned type heat exchangers.
In examirdng the merits of adding fins to the air side of tail-
pipe heat exchangers it is of interest to make two types of comparison.
The first of these is for the case of equal length, passage height, end
outlet-air temperature; the second.comparison is for the case of equal
pressure drop through the air side of the heat exchanger, equal length,
and otilet-alr temperature.
Pressure drop is very i.mpor&nt in both cases. The friction loss,
which is most critical in this problem (effect of fins on the momentum
loss is small since outlet-ah temperature is held constant), is pro-
portional to the ratio of length to hydraulic diameter. For the case
of equal passage height and with fin spacing equal to fin height, the
2/Dh ratio, and thus the friction pressure drop in a finned passage,
is about double that of an unfinned passage.
The performance of finned and unfianed heat exchangers of equal
length (6 ft) and diameter (2.17 ft) and operating at an outlet-air
temperature of 800° R is given in figure 12 for a flight Mach number
of 0.5 and an altitude of 15,000 feet. Figure 12 indicates that for
a passage height of 0.042 foot the addition of fins to the air side
results in an increase in heat output from 780,000 to 875,000 Btu per
hour. However, the pressure drop through the air side of the heat
exchanger is approxUnately 2.7 thes that of the unfinned heat exchang-
er. Because of the greater pressure drop, the finned heat exchanger
requires a pressure about 15 percent greater than the free-stream
pressure, where- the unfinued heat exchanger is ram-operated.
According to figure 12, an unfinned heat exchanger 6 feet in length
operating at an outlet-air temperature of 800° R and a pressure ratio
of 0.80 (a condition requiring a pressure appnxhately 15 percent
greater than that obtainablewith ram pressme ) has an annulus passage
height of 0.034 foot and heat output of 950,000 Btu per hour. Thus
for a heat-exchanger pressure ratio of 0.80 (equal pressure drop through
the air side of both heat exchan@ms), the unfinned heat exchanger has
a heat output approximately 8 percent greater than that of the com-
parable finned heat exchanger.
.—— ——-——
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.
-This comparison (at operating conditions requiring a pressure
~eater than that obtainable with ram pressure) indicates that, in
order to realize equal pressure drop through the air side, the passage
height of a finnd heat exchanger must be greater than that of an
unfinned heat exchanger and that this requirement eliminates the gain
in heat output afforded by the addition of fins. Consequently where
high heat outputs are required the unfinned heat exchanger because of
its lighter weight and siupler construction probably would be prefer-
able to the finned type.
N
E
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The performance of parallel-flow-typeunfinned tail-pipe heat
exchangers can %e dete~ed by the methal presented herein. The
results of this analysiE are presentd in the form of generalized
working charts that are applicable to a tide range of flight conditions.
The performance of unfin.nedtail-pipe heat exchangers installed on non-
afterburning engines having a nominal compressor pressure ratio of 4.0,
rated engine temperature ratio of 3.4, and rated corrected gas flow per
unit of tail-pipe area of approxbately 40 pounds per second per square
foot can be determined by use af these charts. The use of these work-
ing charts to pr@ict the performance of heat exchangers installed on
engines having higher compressor pressure ratios (and consequently
rated engine-temperatureratios less than 3.4) will give results that
are optimistic. The method of calculating heat-exchanger pezt’omance
as set forth in this analysis, however, is still applicable.
The results presented herein indicate that at a flight Mach number
of 0.5 and an altittie of 15,000 feet a 6-foot-long ram-operated heat
exchanger installed on a nonaf%erburning turbojet engine (tail-pipe
diameter, 2.17 ft. rated corrected gas flow per uuit of tail-pipe area,
40 lb/(see)(sq ft); rated engine temperature ratio, 3.4) has a heat
output of approxtitely 780,000 Btu per hour. This heat output is
obtaind with a heat-exchanger outlet-air temperature of 800° R. At
these conditions the over-all effect on engine performance is a reduc-
tion in net thrust of the order & 2 percent. Higher heat outputs are
obtainablewith parallel-flow-me heat exchangers if a greater weight
flow of air is pumped through the air side of the heat exchanger. For
this mode of operation: the reduction in propulsive thrust would be
somewhat greater than for the rem-operated case.
Comparison of the performance of finned and unfin.nedheat exchang-
ers on the hasis of equal pressure drop through the air side at high
heat outputs indicates that the tiinned parallel-flow-type tail-pipe
heat exchanger because of its lighter weight and slrrplerconstruction ‘
is probably preferable to the longittiinallyf’inned heat exchanger.
.
.
.
Lewis Flight Prop- ion Labore.toq,
National Advisory Cormittee for Aeronautics,
Cleveland, Ohio, May 16, 1951.
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APPENDIX
DEFumT1oIv OF KELATIOIV 13ErwEm PAIwmwR w!!
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Under steady-state conditions, the rate of heat transfw from the
exhaust gas through a thin separating wall to the alr flowing over the
outer surface of the tail pipe is given by (see sketch)
3 4
WaCp,a dTa = U04(Tg - Ta) ti
m4ax
& = wacp;~
APter titegration
UI’CD4X
-M(Tg - Ta) = w= + c1
a p,a
{)
UkD4x
Wacp,
/ ‘g - ‘a = C2e
and when x=0, Tg=T3, and Ta=T6,
C2=T3-T6
Substitution of equation (A5) in equation (.44)giws
(Al)
(A2)
l
(A3)
(A4)
(M)
_— -._-— —.
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()UYrD4X
‘g - ‘a = (’% - T6)e- ‘acp,a
When x . 2, then n3142= S
-()
us
T4
w=
- T7 = (T3 - T6)e
-but
T7 - T1 = (T4 - Tl) - (T4 - T7)
or
T4 -T7=
Substituting equation (A9) in
(T4 -Tl) - (T7
T4 - T1 - (T7 - Tl)
equation (A7) yielde
If equation (AIO) is rearranged
.
but T4 = T3; therefore,
(A6)
L%
P
N
(A7)
()usTl) = (T3 -++- ‘acp,a (Ale)
(A6)
and divided by (T3 - Tl),
(A9)
-()T3 T6~-qT3—= 1
‘1
()use-Wacp, a
(All)
(AH)
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(a) Unfinned heat exchanger.
Figure 1. - Turbojet-engine tail-pipe heat exchanger.
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Figure 1.
- Concluded. Turbojet-engine tail-pipe heat exchanger.
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Figure 10. - Concluded. Performanceof unfinnedheat exchanger.
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rated engine gas flow, 147 pounds per second.
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